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Server-Aided Attribute-Based Signature With
Revocation for Resource-Constrained
Industrial-Internet-of-Things Devices

Hui Cui , Robert H. Deng , Fellow, IEEE, Joseph K. Liu , Xun Yi , and Yingjiu Li, Member, IEEE

Abstract—The industrial Internet-of-things (IIoT) can be
seen as the usage of Internet-of-things technologies in in-
dustries, which provides a way to improve the operational
efficiency. An attribute-based signature (ABS) has been a
very useful technique for services requiring anonymous au-
thentication in practice, where a signer can sign a message
over a set of attributes without disclosing any information
about his/her identity, and a signature only attests to the
fact that it is created by a signer with several attributes
satisfying some claim predicate. However, an ABS scheme
requires exponentiation and/or pairing operations in the sig-
nature generation and verification algorithms, and hence, it
is quite expensive for resource-constrained devices like a
sensor in the IIoT network to run an ABS scheme. To reduce
the computational overheads for both signers and verifiers,
it has been suggested to introduce a server to help with
signature generation and verification, but existing results
on the ABS with “server-aided computation” either suffer
from the security issues or are not sufficiently efficient. In
this paper, we consider server-aided ABS one step further,
and propose a notion called server-aided ABS with revo-
cation (SA-ABSR), which not only securely mitigates the
workloads of users in generating and verifying signatures,
but also enables user revocation by having the server im-
mediately stop signature generations for revoked signers.
We formally define the security model for SA-ABSR, present
a concrete construction of SA-ABSR based on a standard
ABS scheme, and prove its security under the defined se-
curity model. Also, we implement the proposed SA-ABSR
scheme and the underlying standard ABS scheme to eval-
uate the performance, from which it is easy to see that the
proposed SA-ABSR scheme is more efficient than its under-
lying ABS scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE concept of industrial Internet-of-things (IIoT) [1] arms
the internet with a capability to directly control the physi-

cal world including devices, factories, and infrastructures, but it
also raises challenges in the security and privacy protection in
the IIoT network.

The attribute-based signature (ABS) [2], [3] is a crypto-
graphic primitive that provides not only unforgeability as that
in the standard digital signature but also signer anonymity [4].
Therefore, the ABS has a wide range of applications such as
privacy-preserving access control, anonymous credentials, and
so on [4]. Unfortunately, due to the involvement of many ex-
ponentiation and/or pairing calculations, ABS schemes incur
heavy computations in the signature generation and verification
stages, which grow linearly to the complexity of the specified
claim predicate. This is challenging for resource-constrained de-
vices (with limited computational capabilities) such as tablets
in the IIoT scenarios. To address this issue, one approach is to
use the offline/online cryptographic approach (e.g., [5] and [6]),
which allows a signer to perform heavy calculations (e.g., ex-
ponentiation and pairing) during the offline phase and generates
a signature by performing light-weight computations in the on-
line phase. But this approach does not reduce the computational
overhead in the verification stage.

A promising solution to this problem is to delegate a third
party (i.e., a server) to perform heavy calculations and leave
the signer/verifier with a small amount of computations. This
is known as “server-aided computation” [7], which has been a
very popular method in ameliorating computational overheads
for cryptographic primitives including attribute-based encryp-
tion [8], ABS [9], [10], identity-based encryption [11], [12],
digital signature [13], public-key encryption [14], and authen-
tication [15]. In terms of an ABS, several server-aided ABS
schemes have been proposed, where a server is assigned to as-
sist with either signature generation or signature verification or
both. However, the server-aided ABS scheme (e.g., [10]), which
applies a server to help with the workloads in both signing and
verifying algorithms, is not secure [9], because the server and
the signer can collude together to make the verifier accept an
invalid signature. Though this security flaw has been fixed in
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[9], the resulting ABS scheme with server-aided verification is
not satisfactory in performance, which still requires the verifier
to conduct heavy calculations. Due to these observations, we
think about designing a secure server-aided ABS scheme with
improved efficiency, in which the server helps to significantly
reduce workloads in both signature generation and verification
phases. On the other hand, as in an attribute-based cryptographic
system, the status of users may change (e.g., users may leave the
system) or their signing keys may be leaked or compromised,
it is necessary to equip an ABS scheme with an efficient user
revocation mechanism [8]. Interestingly, we find that we can
subtly make use of the server in a server-aided ABS scheme to
achieve efficient user revocation.

In this paper, we propose a notion of a server-aided ABS
with revocation (SA-ABSR), which can be applied in scenarios
such as an IIoT network to achieve anonymous authentication
among mobile devices with limited computation power. In an
SA-ABSR scheme, most of the computational overheads in the
signature generation and verification algorithms are delegated to
a server to alleviate the workloads of signers/verifiers, and user
revocation can be easily accomplished by requiring the server to
directly stop the partial signature generation operation for any
revoked signer.

A. Our Contributions

Compared to a standard ABS scheme, an SA-ABSR scheme
introduces an additional server with three main functions. First,
the server helps a signer in the signature generation process such
that the signer’s workload in generating the signature is greatly
reduced. Second, it assists a verifier to check the validity of a
signature such that the verifier does not need to perform a large
amount of computations. Third, it facilitates user revocation by
terminating the signature generation operation for any revoked
signer.

The key challenges in building an SA-ABSR scheme are
twofold. On the one hand, regarding the server-aided signature
generation, since the server is not fully trusted and the revoca-
tion function is achieved by the server who will immediately
stop generating the partial signature for any revoked signer, it is
essential to guarantee that neither the server nor the signer can
independently create a valid signature. Our solution to address
this challenge is motivated by the key splitting technique in [10].
The attribute authority (AA) splits the master private key into
two parts, it embeds one part in the partial signing key, which is
given to the server and the other part in the signing key, which
is given to a signer. Thus, neither the server nor the signer can
create a signature by itself, and they must collaborate to output a
valid signature. On the other hand, concerning the server-aided
signature verification, it is crucial to confirm the validity of the
signature such that the verifier will not accept an invalid sig-
nature even if the server colludes with the signer. Though the
server will not help a revoked signer generate a signature, it is
possible that the server colludes with the signer such that a veri-
fier might accept an invalid signature. To prevent such collusion
attacks between the server and the signer, we improve the trans-
formation technique introduced in [7] to accomplish secure and
efficient server-aided verification. Note that it has been claimed

in [9] that the transformation technique in [7] does not work for
an ABS scheme and they introduce an ABS scheme following a
different server-aided approach. In this paper, we show that it is
possible to utilize the transformation technique in [7] to achieve
secure server-aided verification via some subtle modifications
and the resulting scheme can have better efficiency than the one
in [7].

We summarize the contributions in this paper as follows.
1) We introduce a notion of SA-ABSR, which delegates

most of the computational operations in the signature
generation and verification algorithms to a server, and
accomplishes user revocation by making the server stop
the partial signature generation for any revoked signer.

2) We present a concrete SA-ABSR scheme, formally prove
its security and assess its performance theoretically
and experimentally. Compared to the existing results
on server-aided ABS schemes, the proposed SA-ABSR
scheme overcomes their security vulnerability and attains
better efficiency.

B. Related Works

1) ABS: Li et al. [2] gave an ABS scheme that is secure in
the standard model, but the claim predicates can only be the
threshold ones. Maji et al. [3] first defined the formal definition
of the ABS, and presented an efficient construction on the ABS
supporting any claim-predicate expressed in any monotone span
programme, but the security of the scheme can only be proved
in the generic group model. Herranz et al. [16] built two ABS
schemes with signatures of constant sizes, but their schemes
are less efficient than the scheme in [2] and [3]. Okamoto and
Takashima [17] put forward the first fully secure ABS scheme
enabling nonmonotone claim predicates in the standard model
under the decentralized setting, but it also suffers the efficiency
issue.

There are ABS schemes presented to solve different issues
raised in ABS including revocation (e.g., [18]), accountability
(e.g., [19]), and key escrow (e.g., [4]), and ABS schemes pro-
posed to meet the requirements in different scenarios such as
an attribute-based group signature [20] and the forward secure
ABS [21].

Motivated by that most of the existing ABS schemes require
many exponentiation calculations in the signature generation
phase, Chen et al. [10] introduced the notion of outsourced ABS
(OABS) where the majority computational overhead from the
signature generation algorithm is delegated to a server. Chen
et al. [10] also extended their OABS scheme to accomplish
server-aided verification, but the resulting scheme was found
insecure [9], where the signer and the server may collude to-
gether such that an invalid signature will be accepted by the
verifier. To address this security flaw, Wang et al. [9] proposed
a notion of attribute-based server-aided verification (ABSAV),
which enables a server to securely assist the verifier with signa-
ture verification, but the scheme could not considerably mitigate
the workload of the verifier.

2) Server-Aided Technology: “Server-aided computation”
was first introduced by Matsumoto et al. [22] to speed up the
computation, where a powerful server is applied to help the
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low-power devices execute heavy cryptographic operations. As
a desirable solution to reduce computational overheads, server-
aided computation has been widely used in various schemes to
help with heavy calculations in the algorithms including key
computation, signature generation, signature verification, en-
cryption, decryption, and so on [11]. For example, server-aided
signature [7], [23] was proposed to reduce the exponentiation
and pairing calculations.

In addition to ameliorate the computational overheads, the
server-aided technique has also been utilized for efficient user
revocation (e.g., [24]), where a semitrusted server immediately
terminates partial decryption operations for revoked users. Com-
pared to the traditional revocation methodology, such an ap-
proach does not require the private key of users to be updated
regularly, and greatly simplifies the revocation operation, but it
does not allow the server to collude with the users.

C. Organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we briefly review the notions and definitions that are
relevant to this paper. In Section III, after depicting the frame-
work of SA-ABSR), we formally describe its security model.
In Section IV, we give a concrete construction on SA-ABSR
based on a standard ABS scheme, sketch its security under the
defined model, and analyze its performance complexity. Finally,
we conclude this paper in Section V.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we review some basic cryptographic notions
and definitions that are to be used in this paper.

A. Bilinear Pairings and Complexity Assumptions

Let G be a group of a prime order p with a generator g.
A function ê : G×G → G1 is a bilinear map if it satisfies
the following two properties [25]: 1) bilinear such that for
all g ∈ G, and a, b ∈ Zp , it holds ê(ga , gb) = ê(g, g)ab ; and
2) nondegenerate such that ê(g, g) �= 1.

A group G is a bilinear group if the group operation in G is
efficiently computable and there is a group G1 and an efficiently
computable bilinear map ê : G×G→ G1 as above.

Diffie–Hellman Exponent Problem [16]: The l-Diffie–
Hellman exponent (l-DHE) problem is that given a tuple (g,
ga , ..., gal

, gal + 2
, ..., ga2l

), where a ∈ Zp , it is hard to compute
gal + 1

.

B. Threshold ABS

Denote A by be the universe of possible attributes. Let M
be the message space. In a threshold ABS scheme [16], every
message m ∈M is signed over a claim predicate Γk,S , where S
is a subset over A and k is a threshold such that 1 ≤ k ≤ |S|. We
say that an attribute set A ∈ A satisfies Γk,S if |A ∩ S| ≥ k.

1) Setup(1λ)→ (pars, msk): On input the security param-
eter λ, this setup algorithm outputs the public parameter
pars and a master private key msk for the AA.

2) Extract(pars, msk, A)→ skA : On input the public pa-
rameter pars, the master private key msk and an attribute

set A ∈ A, this signing key extraction algorithm outputs
the attribute-based signing key skA (if the signer is eli-
gible to be issued with these attributes).

3) Sign(pars, skA , Γk,S , m) → σ: On input the public
parameter pars, the signing key skA , a claim-predicate
Γk,S , where S ⊂ A, 1 ≤ k ≤ |S| and a message m ∈
M, this signing algorithm outputs a signature σ on the
message m and the claim-predicate Γk,S .

4) Verify(pars, σ) → true/false: On input the public pa-
rameter pars and a signature σ on a message m and a
claim-predicate Γk,S , this verification algorithm outputs
true or false to denote whether the signature is valid or
invalid.

We require that a threshold ABS scheme is correct, meaning
that for any message m ∈M, any attribute set A ∈ A, any
claim-predicate Γk,S (1 ≤ k ≤ |S|) such that |A ∩ S| ≥ k, if
(pars, msk)← Setup(1λ), skA ← Extract(pars, msk, A), σ
← Sign(pars, skA , Γk,S , m), then Verify(pars, σ)→ true.

III. FRAMEWORK AND SECURITY DEFINITION

We describe the system framework of SA-ABSR, and define
its security definitions in this section.

A. Framework

An SA-ABSR scheme consists of the following algorithms:
system setup algorithm Setup, key generation algorithm Key-
Gen, partial signature generation algorithm SSign, signature
generation algorithm USign, signature transformation algorithm
Transform, server verification algorithm SVerify, user verifica-
tion algorithm UVerify, and revocation algorithm Revoke.

1) Setup(1λ)→ (par, msk): Taking a security parameter λ

as the input, this algorithm outputs the public parameter
par and the master private key msk. This algorithm is
run by the AA.

2) KeyGen(par, msk, A) → (tkid,A , skid,A ): Taking the
public parameter par, the master private key msk and an
attribute set A of a user id as the input, this algorithm
outputs an attribute-based signing key skid,A for the user
id and a partial signing key tkid,A for the server. This
algorithm is run by the AA.

3) SSign(par, tkid,A , Γk,S , m) → σ′: Taking the pubic
parameter par, the partial signing key tkid,A of a user id,
a claim-predicate Γk,S and a message m as the input, this
algorithm outputs a partial signature σ′ on the message
m and the claim-predicate Γk,S . This algorithm is run by
the server.

4) USign(par, skid,A , σ′)→σ: Taking the public parameter
par, the attribute-based signing key skid,A and a partial
signature σ′ on a message m and a claim-predicate Γk,S

as the input, this algorithm outputs a signature σ. This
algorithm is run by the singer.

5) Transform(par, σ)→ (tk, σ̃): Taking the public param-
eter par and a signature σ on a message m and a claim-
predicate Γk,S as the input, this algorithm outputs a secret
transformation key tk and a transformed signature σ̃. This
algorithm is run by the verifier.
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6) SVerify(par, σ̃)→ B: Taking the public parameter par
and a transformed signature σ̃ on a message m and a
claim-predicate Γk,S as the input, this algorithm outputs
an intermediate signature B. This algorithm is run by the
server.

7) UVerify(par, tk, B) → true/false: Taking the public
parameter par, the transformation key tk and an interme-
diate signature B as the input, this algorithm outputs true
for a valid signature and false otherwise. This algorithm
is run by the verifier.

8) Revoke(id, ul)→ {id} ∪ ul: On input an identity id and
an initially empty revocation list ul, this algorithm adds
id to the revocation list ul. For any user id in the list
ul, the server immediately terminates generating partial
signature for this user id. This algorithm is run by the
AA.

We say that an SA-ABSR scheme is correct, meaning that for
any message m, any (nonrevoked) user id with any attribute set
A, any claim-predicate Γk,S (1 ≤ k ≤ |S|) such that |A ∩ S| ≥
k, if (par, msk)←Setup(1λ), (tkid,A , skid,A )←KeyGen(par,
msk, A), σ′ ← SSign(par, tkid,A , Γk,S , m), σ← USign(par,
skid,A , σ′), (tk, σ̃)← Transform(par, σ), B ← SVerify(par,
σ̃), then UVerify(pars, tk, B)→ true.

B. Security Definitions

Similar to the security definitions for an ABS scheme, we re-
quire the SA-ABSR scheme to be unforgeable and anonymous.

1) Unforgeability: Unforgeability for an SA-ABSR scheme
is defined by the following security game between a challenger
Algorithm B and an adversary Algorithm F , which is similar to
that defined in [10].

1) Setup: Algorithm B generates the public parameter par
and the master private key msk. Algorithm B gives
Algorithm F the public parameter par, and keeps a list
L storing (id, A, tkid,A , skid,A ).

2) Phase 1: AlgorithmF issues a sequence of queries to the
following oracles.
a) Partial-signing-key oracle: AlgorithmF issues a par-

tial signing key query on an identity id with an at-
tribute set A. If a tuple (id, A, tkid,A , skid,A ) exists
in the list L, Algorithm B returns the corresponding
partial signing key tkid,A . Otherwise, Algorithm B
runs the KeyGen algorithm to generate (tkid,A ,
skid,A ). Algorithm B returns the partial signing
key tkid,A to Algorithm F . Also, Algorithm B
adds (id, A, tkid,A , skid,A ) to the list L.

b) Signing-key oracle: AlgorithmF issues a signing key
query on an identity id and an attribute set A. If a
tuple (id, A, tkid,A , skid,A ) exists in the list L, Algo-
rithmB returns the corresponding signing key skid,A .
Otherwise, Algorithm B runs the KeyGen algorithm
to generate (tkid,A , skid,A ), and returns the signing
key skid,A to Algorithm F . Also, Algorithm B adds
(id, A, tkid,A , skid,A ) to the list L.

c) Sign oracle: AlgorithmF issues a signing query on a
message m and a claim-predicate Γk,S . Algorithm B
runs the SSign and USign algorithms to generate

a valid signature σ on the message m and the
claim-predicate Γk,S , and returns the signature σ to
Algorithm F .

d) UVerify oracle: Algorithm F issues a user verifi-
cation query on a signature σ for a message m
and a claim-predicate Γk,S . Algorithm B runs the
Transform algorithm and sends a transformed signa-
ture to Algorithm A. Algorithm F then forwards to
Algorithm B an intermediate signature B, and
Algorithm B sends the result of the UVerify algo-
rithm to Algorithm F .

3) Output: Algorithm F outputs a claim-predicate Γ∗k,S , a
message m∗ and a signature σ∗. Algorithm F wins the
game, if 1) (Γ∗k,S , m∗) has never been queried to the
Sign oracle; 2) any id whose attributes A satisfy Γ∗k,S

has never been queried to both the signing-key oracle and
the partial-signing-key oracle; and 3) when Algorithm B
returns a transformed signature σ̃∗ (by running the Trans-
form algorithm) to AlgorithmF and AlgorithmF returns
an intermediate signature B∗ to AlgorithmB, the UVerify
algorithm outputs true.

An SA-ABSR scheme ABS is unforgeable if the advantage
function referring to the aforementioned security game

AdvUNF
F ,ABS(λ) def= Pr[F wins]

is negligible in the security parameter λ for any probabilis-
tic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary Algorithm F . In addi-
tion, an SA-ABSR schemeABS is selectively unforgeable if an
Init phase is added before the setup phase where Algorithm F
chooses the claim-predicate Γ∗k ∗,S ∗ that it aims to attack.

2) Anonymity: Similar to that defined in [10], anonymity
for an SA-ABSR scheme is defined by the following security
game between a challenger Algorithm C and an adversary
Algorithm A.

1) Setup: The same as that in the Unforgeability game.
2) Phase 1: The same as that in the Unforgeability game.
3) Challenge: Algorithm A sends a message m∗ and two

identities id∗0 and id∗1 with attributes A∗0 and A∗1 sat-
isfying the same claim-predicate Γ∗k,S to Algorithm C.
Algorithm C randomly chooses a bit b ∈ {0, 1}, gener-
ates a signature σ∗ on the message m∗ under the claim-
predicate Γ∗k,S by running the SSign algorithm using the
partial signing key tkid∗b ,A∗b and the USign algorithm
using the signing key skid∗b ,A∗b , and then, sends σ∗ to
Algorithm A.

4) Phase 2: The same as that in Phase 1.
5) Output: Algorithm A outputs a guess b′. If b′ = b,

Algorithm A wins the game.
An SA-ABSR scheme ABS achieves anonymity if the ad-

vantage function referring to the aforementioned security game

AdvANON
A,ABS(λ) def= |Pr[b = b′]− 1/2|

is negligible in the security parameter λ for any PPT adversary
Algorithm A.
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Fig. 1. System architecture for SA-ABSR.

IV. SA-ABSR

In this section, we propose a SA-ABSR scheme based on a
standard ABS scheme, and analyze its security and performance.

A. System Overview

We describe the system architecture for an SA-ABSR scheme
in Fig. 1. Specifically, a trusted AA, who generates the public
parameter and keeps the master private key, issues a signing key
to each signer (i.e., a resourced-constrained IIoT device) asso-
ciated with his/her attributes; meanwhile, it generates a partial
signing key for each signer and gives it to the server who keeps
a list of all singer’s partial signing keys. When a signer intends
to generate a signature on a message under a claim predicate,
he/she sends a partial signature generation request to the server,
who then forwards to the signer a partial signature on the spec-
ified message and claim predicate. After receiving the partial
signature from the server, the signer computes the signature us-
ing his/her signing key. In terms of the signature verification, the
verifier first transforms a signature using a short-term transfor-
mation key (which is kept secret by the verifier), and then, sends
the resulting transformed signature to the server. The server runs
a verification algorithm on the transformed signature, and ob-
tains an intermediate signature. Finally, the verifier checks the
validity of the signature via the intermediate signature and the
transformation key. When a signer is revoked, the server will
not respond to any partial signature generation request from this
signer.

B. Construction

Define the Lagrange coefficient as ΔΩ
i (x) =

∏j �=i
j∈Υ

x−j
i−j ,

where i ∈ Zp , Ω is a set of elements in Zp . A polynomial q(x)
over Zp with an order d− 1 can be evaluated by using Lagrange
interpolation as q(x) =

∑
i∈Ω q(i)Δi,Ω(x) where |Ω| = d. On

the basis of the ABS scheme proposed in [16], we describe the
proposed SA-ABSR scheme as follows (notice that the tech-
niques applied here can be applied to other ABS schemes (e.g.,
the scheme given in [2]) to achieve the SA-ABSR schemes).

1) Setup: On input the security parameter λ, this algorithm
runs as follows. Let d be the upper bounded size of the
threshold claim predicate allowed in the scheme. Denote
A by the attribute space, and Ω for |Ω| = d by a default
attribute set. Assume that each attribute in A ∪ Ω is an
element from Zp .

a) It defines a bilinear pairing ê : G×G→ G1, where
G is a group of a prime order p with a generator
g. It randomly chooses α ∈ Zp , and computes Z =
ê(g, g)α .

b) It randomly chooses a vector �v = (v0, ..., vl) ∈
Zp

l+1 where l = 2d + 1, and computes hi = gvi

for i ∈ [0, l]. In addition, it randomly chooses w0,
..., wnm

∈ G, and defines a function F as F (m) =
w0

∏nm

i=1 wi
mi , where mi are the ith bit of m.

The master private key is msk = α, and the public pa-
rameter is par = (g, G, G1, ê, p, Z, h0, ..., hl , w0, ...,
wnm

).
2) KeyGen: On input the public parameter par, the master

private key msk and a user id with an attribute set A, this
algorithm randomly chooses βid , a1, ..., ad−1 ∈ Zp , and
defines a polynomial q(w) =

∑d−1
i=1 aiw

i + βid . Then,
for each attribute w ∈ A ∪ Ω, it randomly chooses rw ,
ru ∈ Zp , and computes

Pw = gq(w ) · h0
rw , Pw,0 = grw

Pw,i = (h1
−wi · hi+1)rw ∀ i ∈ [i, l − 1]

Qw = gα−βi d · h0
ru , Qw,0 = gru

Qw,i = (h1
−wi · hi+1)ru ∀ i ∈ [i, l − 1].

It sends tkid,A = ({Pw , Pw,0, {Pw,i}i∈[1,l−1]}w∈A∪Ω)
as the partial signing key for the user id to the
server, and the signing key skid,A = ({Qw , Qw,0,
{Qw,i}i∈[1,l−1]}w∈A∪Ω) to the user id.

3) SSign: On input the public parameter par, the partial sign-
ing key tkid,A and a claim-predicate Γk,S and a message
m, this algorithm runs as follows.
a) It randomly chooses a subset S ′ ∈ A ∩ S and a de-

fault attribute subset Ω′ ∈ Ω such that |S ′| = k and
|Ω′| = d− k. Then, it defines a coefficient vector �b
= (b1, ..., bl) ∈ Zp

l from the polynomial

ϕ(y) =
∏

w∈S∪Ω ′
(y − w) =

l∑

i=1

biy
i−1

where bi is set to 0 for |S ∪ Ω′|+ 2 ≤ i ≤ l.
b) Denote Υ by S ′ ∪ Ω′. It computes

P ′w = Pw ·
l−1∏

i=1

Pw,i
bi + 1

= gq(w ) ·
(

h0

l∏

i=1

hi
bi

)rw

∀ w ∈ Υ

P ′0 =
∏

w∈Υ

P ′w
ΔΥ

w (0) = gβi d ·
(

h0

l∏

i=1

hi
bi

)r

P ′1 =
∏

w∈Υ

P
ΔΥ

w (0)
w,0 = gr

where r =
∑

w∈Υ ΔΥ
w (0) · rw .
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c) It randomly chooses s0, s1 ∈ Zp , and computes

σ′0 = P ′0 ·
(

h0

l∏

i=1

hi
bi

)s0

· F (m||Ω′||S ′||Γk,S )s1

σ′1 = P ′1 · gs0 , σ′2 = gs1 .

d) It outputs the partial signature σ′ = (Ω′, S ′, Γk,S , m,
σ′0, σ′1, σ′2).

4) USign: On input the public parameter par, the signing key
skid,A and a partial signature σ′ under a claim predicate
Γk,S on a message m, this algorithm runs as follows.
a) It defines a coefficient vector�b = (b1, ..., bl) ∈ Zp

l as
that in the SSign algorithm.

b) It randomly chooses s ∈ Zp , and computes

σ0 = σ′0 ·Qw ·
l−1∏

i=1

Qw,i
bi + 1 · F (m||Ω′||S ′||Γk,S )s

σ1 = σ′1 ·Qw,0, σ2 = σ′2 · gs.

c) It outputs the signature σ = (Ω′, S ′, Γk,S , m, σ0, σ1,
σ2).

5) Transform: On input the public parameter par and a sig-
nature σ on a claim-predicate Γk,S and a message m, this
algorithm randomly chooses t ∈ Zp , and computes

σ̃0 = σ0
t , σ̃1 = σ1

t , σ̃2 = σ2
t .

It outputs the transformed signature σ̃ = (Ω′, S ′, Γk,S ,
m, σ̃0, σ̃1, σ̃2), and the transformation key tk = t.

6) SVerify: On input the public parameter par and a trans-
formed signature σ̃ on a message m under a claim-
predicate Γ(k, S), this algorithm runs as follows. It uses
the default attribute subset Ω′ to obtain the vector�b = (b1,
..., bl) from the polynomial ϕ(y) as defined in the SSign
algorithm, and computes

ê(g, σ̃0)

ê(h0
∏l

i=1 hi
bi , σ̃1) · ê(F2(m||Ω′||S ′||Γk,S ), σ̃2)

= B.

It outputs the intermediate signature B.
7) UVerify: On input the public parameter par, an inter-

mediate signature B and the transformation key tk, this
algorithm checks whether Zt = B. If so, it outputs true
indicating that the signature is valid. Otherwise, it outputs
false.

8) Revoke: On input an identity id, this algorithm adds id
to the revocation list ul. For any user id in the list ul, the
server immediately terminates generating partial signa-
ture for this user id.

Notes: In the proposed SA-ABSR scheme, the server is
semitrusted in the sense that it will not collude with any signer,
i.e., it immediately terminates helping a signer with signature
generation if this signer is revoked. It would be desirable to
build an SA-ABSR scheme with an untrusted server who does
not own any secret information and can collude with the sign-
ers. As a matter of fact, this can be achieved via the revocation
mechanism based on the binary tree data structure proposed in
[8], where the AA issues a long-term public signing key to the

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCES AMONG THE PROPOSED SA-ABSR

SCHEME, OABS SCHEME, AND THEIR UNDERLYING ABS SCHEME

Size of Sign Verify Revoke SAV
Signature Secure

ABS [16] 3 (6d + 4)E (2d + 1)E NA NA
+3P

OABS [10] 3 (2d + 2)E 2E NA ×
SA-ABSR 3 (2d + 2)E 4E

√ √

server for each signer and publicly broadcasts key updates at the
beginning of each time period. The server keeps a list of public
signing keys for all signers, but the server can only generate
partial signing keys for nonrevoked signers from their corre-
sponding long-term public signing keys and the key updates.
Please refer to [8] for the details.

C. Security

Theorem 1: The proposed SA-ABSR scheme is secure under
the l-DHE assumption.

Proof: At a high level, to prove the security of the pro-
posed SA-ABSR scheme, we need to prove that it is selectively
unforgeable and anonymous. We sketch the proof in terms of
unforgeability and anonymity, respectively, as follows.

Unforgeability: Assume that there exists a forger Algorithm
F that breaks the selective unforgeability of the proposed SA-
ABSR scheme. Then, we can build a challenger Algorithm B
that solves the l-DHE problem.

1) Init: Algorithm F selects a claim-predicate Γ∗k ∗,S ∗ under
which it aims to output a signature.

2) Setup: The same as the “Setup” phase in [16].
3) Phase 1: Algorithm F adaptively issues the following

queries.
a) Partial-signing-key oracle: For a partial-signing-key

generation query on an identity id with an attribute set
A from Algorithm F , Algorithm B checks whether
there exists a tuple (id, A, tkid,A , skid,A ) in the
list L. If so, it returns the partial-signing-key tkid,A .
Otherwise, it randomly chooses βid ∈ Zp , and gen-
erates the partial-signing-key tkid,A = ({Pw , Pw,0,
{Pw,i}i∈[1,l−1]}w∈A∪Ω) as required.

b) Signing-key oracle: For a signing-key generation
query on an identity id with an attribute set A from
Algorithm F , Algorithm B checks whether there
exists a tuple (id, A, tkid,A , skid,A ) in the list
L. If so, it returns the signing key skid,A . Other-
wise, it randomly chooses βid ∈ Zp , and follows the
“private key queries” in [16] except that α will be
replaced by α− βid . Thus, Algorithm B generates
a well-formed signing key skid,A = ({Qw , Qw,0,
{Qw,i}i∈[1,l−1]}w∈A∪Ω).

c) Sign oracle: The same as the “signing queries” phase
in [16].

d) UVerify oracle: For each user verification query on a
signature σ for a message m under a claim-predicate
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF PERFORMANCES BETWEEN THE ABSAV SCHEME AND ITS UNDERLYING ABS SCHEME

Size of Signature Sign Verify Revoke SAV Secure

ABS [2] n + d − k + 3 2(n − k + 2d)E (n + d − k + 2)P NA NA
ABSAV [9] n + d − k + 3 2(n − k + 2d)E 2(n + d − k + 1)E + 2P NA

√

Γk,S issued by Algorithm A, Algorithm B runs the
transform Algorithm to generate and send a trans-
formed signature σ̃ to Algorithm F . After receiv-
ing the intermediate signature B from Algorithm F ,
Algorithm B returns the result of the UVerify algo-
rithm to Algorithm F .

4) Output: The same as the “Forgery” phase in [16].
Similar to the analysis in [16], if Algorithm F has nonnegli-

gible probability in forging a valid signature, then Algorithm B
has nonnegligible probability in solving the l-DHE problem.

Anonymity: Assume that σ is produced by using a partial
signing key and a signing key corresponding to an attribute
set A satisfying A ∩ S ≥ k. It is obvious that σ1 and σ2 are
independent of the choice of A. In addition, according to the
definition of bi , 1 ≤ i ≤ l, these values also do not depend on
the choice of A, so σ0 reveals no information about A. That is,
(σ0, σ1, σ2) has a uniform distribution over G×G×G. Since
the proof of anonymity is similar to that in [16], we omit the
details here. �

D. Performance Evaluation and Implementation

Denote d as the predefined size of the default attribute set
and Γk,S as the claim predicate with n being the size of S. Let
“E” be exponentiation calculation, “P” be pairing calculation,
“NA” be nonapplicable and “SAV secure” be server-aided veri-
fication secure. Considering building upon the same underlying
ABS scheme, we compare the performance of the proposed
SA-ABSR scheme with the secure outsourced ABS (OABS)
scheme described in [10], and show their computational and
storage overheads in Table I. Also, we compare the ABSAV
scheme presented in [9] and its underlying ABS scheme [2] in
Table II. It is straightforward to see that the proposed SA-ABSR
scheme has an advantage over the existing solutions in that it
reduces the workloads of both signing and verification phases
yet supports the revocation function.

We implement the proposed SA-ABSR scheme and the un-
derlying ABS scheme in the Charm [26]1 framework, which is
developed to facilitate rapid implementation of cryptographic
schemes and protocols. Since all the Charm routines are de-
signed under the asymmetric groups, we transform the two con-
structions to the asymmetric setting before the implementation.
That is, three groups G, Ĝ, and G1 are used and the pairing ê is a
function from G× Ĝ to G1. Note that it has been stated in [27]
that the assumptions and the security proofs can be converted to
the asymmetric setting in a generic transformation.

We use the Charm-0.43 version and the Python 3.4 in the
implementation. Along with the Charm-0.43, the PBC library

1For the explicit information on the Charm framework, please refer to [26].

Fig. 2. Average computation time of the proposed SA-ABSR scheme
and its underlying ABS scheme. (a) Setup. (b) Key generation. (c) User
signing. (d) User verifying.
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for the underlying cryptographic operations is installed. All ex-
periments are run on a laptop with Intel Core i5-4210U CPU
at 1.70 GHz and 8.00-GB RAM running 64-bit Ubuntu 16.04.
All these experiments are conducted over the elliptic curve:
MNT224, which is an asymmetric Type 3 pairings and provide
a security level of 112-bit.

In the experiments, the size of the default attribute set is set to
be d = 10. In this way, we first test the average computation time
of the setup algorithm in the two schemes see Fig. 2(a)]. In both
schemes, the setup time is immutable to the number of attributes,
which is about 0.21 s. Then, we test the average computation
time of running the key generation algorithms in terms of 10, 20,
30, 40, and 50 attributes in the two schemes see Fig. 2(b)]. As
the key generation algorithm in the proposed SA-ABSR scheme
is required to generate two keys: one for the signer and the other
for the server, the computation time for the KeyGen algorithm in
the SA-SBSR scheme almost doubles that in the original ABS
scheme. Thereafter, we test the average computation time for a
signer in generating a signature under a claim predicate for d =
10 and k = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 in the two schemes see Fig. 2(c)]. It is
not difficult to see that different from that in the underlying ABS
scheme where the signer’s computational cost in generating a
signature raises linearly to the number of attributes, the signer’s
computational cost in generating a signature in the SA-ABSR
scheme is around 0.03 s, which does not depend on the complex-
ity of the claim-predicate involved. Finally, we test the average
computation time for a verifier in checking the validity of a sig-
nature associated with a claim predicate with d = 10 and k = 2,
4, 6, 8, 10 in the two schemes see Fig. 2(d)]. It is straightforward
to see that the computation time for a verifier in checking the va-
lidity of a signature does not change with the complexity of the
claim predicate associated with the signature in both schemes,
but the computation time for a verifier in checking the validity
of a signature in the proposed SA-ABSR scheme is much less
than that in the original ABS scheme. Nevertheless, the experi-
mental results clearly show that the proposed SA-ABSR scheme
is more efficient than the underlying ABS scheme in terms of
users’ workloads in both signing and verification algorithms.

V. CONCLUSION

An ABS [2], [3] is a promising solution to achieve anony-
mous authentication for many services, because an ABS only
tells that “a signer whose attributes satisfy the claim-predicate
endorses this message” [3] but nothing else. Unfortunately, be-
cause of the involvement of many exponentiation and/or pairing
calculations, an ABS scheme incurs expensive computational
costs in the signature generation and verification stages, which
is undesirable for resource-constrained devices, e.g., a “smart”
phone locates in an IIoT network. A desirable solution to this
problem is to delegate a third party (e.g., a server) to perform
the heavy calculations and leave the signer/verifier with a small
amount of computations, which is known as “server-aided com-
putation” [7]. However, existing solutions on the ABS with
server-aided computation either are not secure or still require the
verifier to perform a number of calculations. On the other hand,
since a user’s status in a system might change over time, user

revocation has been a very challenging problem in the attribute-
based cryptographic systems. With all these concerns in mind,
in this paper, we proposed a notion called SA-ABSR to mitigate
the workloads of signers/verifiers while achieving user revoca-
tion. After defining the security requirements for SA-ABSR, we
presented a concrete construction of SA-ABSR on the basis of a
standard ABS scheme, and proved the security of the proposed
SA-ABSR scheme under the defined security model. Finally,
we simulated the proposed SA-ABSR scheme and its underly-
ing ABS scheme to evaluate the performance, and showed that
the former considerably improves the efficiency of the latter.
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